
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM

TEACHING & LEARNING COMMITTEE

10 October 2000

Present: Professor A Bilsborough (Chairman), Dr G N Bromiley, Dr K J Orford, Mr A J Heesom,
Professor B S Gower, Professor R D Boyne, Mr R Hall, Dr H J Harris, Professor P D
Manning, Dr N Martin with Mrs B Hone (Secretary).

M I N U T E S

1. TERMS OF REFERENCE

Received: the Terms of Reference of the Committee and its Sub-Committees for 2000/01.
Document TLC/00/01 - filed with the Minutes

Reported:

(a) that the new programme approval process included the provision that a member of TLC
should be nominated as responsible for the procedure and Chairman of the Validation
Panels;

(b) that Dr Gates had agreed to undertake this responsibility for 2000/01.

Recommended:  that Senate amend TLC's Standing Orders to incorporate this responsibility as
follows:

(v) (D) new programme approval.

Agreed: that Professor Boyne would prepare a set of proposals outlining how he would exercise
oversight of the part-time programmes on behalf of TLC in the light of the termination of
AGPaTCH and the use of Faculty TLC to consider routine developments in part-time
programmes.

2. MEMBERSHIP

Received: membership of the Committee and its Sub-Committees for 2000/01.
Document TLC/00/02 - filed with the Minutes

Reported:  that remaining members of the Faculty TLC Sub-Committees had been confirmed as
follows:

Science: Biomedical Sciences - Ms G Campling
DSU - Elliot Matthew

Arts: DSU - Paul Leake
Social Science: Human Sciences - Dr P Collins

SMEL (for European Studies) - Professor J A Moss
DSU - James Andrews
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3. MINUTES

Confirmed:

(a) the Minutes of the meeting held on 10 July 2000 with the addition of Professor R Boyne
among those present;

Document TLC/00/03 - amended and filed with the Minutes

(b) the Report to Senate from the meeting held on 10 July 2000.
Document TLC/00/04 - filed with the Minutes

4. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

(a) Minute (122(c): Core Regulations for Part-time Degrees

Reported: that the Vice Chancellor had taken Chairman's action on behalf of Senate to
confirm the current provision of regulation 5(a) regarding the level required for a
Diploma pass and to approve a revised wording for regulation 9 in the light of Senate's
comments;

(b) Minute 122(f): QAA Schedule

Received: a schedule showing the QAA cycle in which subject areas at Durham would be
reviewed during the period 2002-2006, the current proposals for the timing of the reviews
within that framework and forward plans for Faculty Reviews in the light of that
timetable;

Document TLC/00/05 - filed with the Minutes

Reported:

(i) that this schedule would enable the University to migrate, by 2003/04, to the
planned scheduling of Faculty Reviews three years ahead of QAA reviews;

(ii) that the schedule follows consultation on an earlier draft with
Chairmen/Chairwomen of Boards of Studies/Course Leaders and discussion at
TLC (Minute 111 of TLC held 13 June 2000 refers);

(iii) that the allocation to a unit of review of the MSc in Chemical Process Technology
had not yet been decided.  This was being progressed by the Graduate School;

(c) Minute 124: Matters of Report

Reported: that the Vice-Chancellor had taken Chairman's action on behalf of Senate to
approve the corrected title Diploma in Crime Scene Examination in respect of the
relevant validated programme.

(d) Minute 125: Special Regulations for Part-time Degrees

Reported: that the Vice-Chancellor had taken Chairman's action on behalf of Senate to
approve special regulations for the following part-time degrees:

BA in Sociology BA Combined Honours in Social Sciences
BA in Sociology & History BA in Community Studies
BA in Archaeology
BSc in Archaeology
BA in Archaeology & History
BA Combined Honours in Arts
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(e) Minute 132: Admission to St Mary's College

Reported: that the Admissions Officer had confirmed that the admissions procedure in
relation to St Mary's College should not require additional central information but that the
operation of the procedure would be monitored this year to enable any problems to be
identified;

(f) Minute 136: Part-time Applications

Reported: the following comments in response to questions raised by TLC:

(i) that the administrator for part-time programmes was in discussion with the School
of Education regarding the inclusion of DHEVA and other Diploma and Certificate
programmes within the main part-time admissions process;

(ii) that at present the Foundation Year was only available at Stockton and the entry
routes were directly linked with UDSC programmes.  The programmes were
undertaken by Foundation Year students as four-year programmes to ensure that
they received funding for the whole of their study time; the Foundation Year was
not available as a separate year which could simply be added to any standard
degree programme.

Noted:  that the current arrangement in respect of the Foundation Year was designed to
ensure that students would receive funding for the full duration of their programme
(typically 4 years).  Within the funding agreed at the outset of their studies students could
then transfer between programmes subject to the usual rules.

5. MATTERS OF REPORT

(a) Faculty Review

Reported: that Graduate School Committee had approved a questionnaire on the
supervision of research students which would be included in the Faculty Review process
but was not covered in the other documentation which was modelled on the QAA's
requirements for Academic Review.

6. CHAIRMAN'S BUSINESS

Noted: that there was no Chairman's business.

7. EXTERNAL EXAMINERS' REPORT FORM

Reported:

(a) that in the context of discussion of the QAA Code of Practice on External Examining
(Minute 122(e) of TLC 10 July 2000 refers) a revised report form was considered in
which external examiners would be asked to comment in more detail on the linkage
between the modes of teaching, learning and assessment and the intended learning
outcomes for the programmes;

(b) that TLC was concerned that this might over-burden external examiners but recognised
that it was likely that external examiners would be expected in future to comment in more
detail on the academic standards of degree programmes in the light of the intended
learning outcomes;
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(c) that the Senior Assistant Registrar was asked to try to establish how other universities
were addressing this issue;

(d) that the responses to a general enquiry placed on an administrators' mailbase suggested
that a small number of institutions had recognised the need to extend the role of the
external examiner in this way but shared our concerns that this should not make too many
demands on external examiners and had not progressed the matter further.

Considered: whether to revise the external examiners' report form at this stage, perhaps in a less
demanding form than that originally proposed, or whether to delay revision accepting that the
Code could not be implemented in full until the revision took place.

Received: for reference purposes a copy of the precepts of the Code of Practice on External
Examining and a further copy of the draft external examiners report.

Document TLC/00/06 - filed with the Minutes)

Noted:

(a) the need to strike a balance between a reasonable workload for external examiners and a
robust internal process which enabled externals to act as guarantors of standards;

(b) that QAA review teams had on occasions been critical of external examiners' report forms
which allowed, or even encouraged, yes/no answers;

(c) that external examiners could only comment on standards by reference to subject
benchmarks, learning outcomes and the use of assessment to measure achievement of the
learning outcomes.  External examiners would become increasingly familiar with these
elements and the links between them through developments in their own institutions;

(d) that the proposed report form covered very similar ground to the current report form but
was more explicit in the questions asked;

(e) that the detail in the checklist of documentation could be reduced;

(f) that Boards of Examiners would have to be clear about what they would send to externals
and what would be sent by the Student Planning and Assessment Section.  Not all
departments had local instructions to examiners;

(g) that if externals were asked for a graded response (eg a scale of 1-5) rather than yes/no
answers it might reduce the risks associated with yes/no responses without increasing the
externals' workload.  Externals could also be invited to highlight problems and good
practice rather than to comment in general on aspects of the assessment of the provision;

(h) that it would be reasonable to implement the new form from October 2002.

Agreed:

(a) that any further comments be sent to the Senior Assistant Registrar;

(b) that the report form be simplified in the light of the comments above and considered
further at a future meeting of TLC.

(Action: BH/AB)
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8. QAA CODE OF PRACTICE ON ASSESSMENT

Considered: recommendations from a consultative group in response to the QAA's Code of
Practice on Assessment.  These recommendations included an addendum which covered other
issues relating to the quality of the assessment process raised in the course of discussion but not
strictly required by the Code of Practice.  The recommendations were also to be discussed by
the Graduate School Committee.

Document TLC/00/07 - filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) concern that the proposed samples of work for double marking were excessively high.
TLC should set a minimum acceptable threshold which departments could exceed if they
wished.  This should safeguard the integrity of the assessment process within available
resources and in a way which was practicable for all departments in the University;

(b) that it would be helpful to spell out the aims of moderating the marking of assessments, ie
to guard against bias and to identify inconsistent marking practices.  Sample double
marking could not be entirely effective and should be supplemented by, for example,
procedures to identify module marks which were out of line with those achieved by
students in other modules, which might point to problems with the marking process;

(c) that alternative approaches could be used, such as overlapping moderators, marking to a
strict template and statistical analysis of marks.  Such options were provided for in the
documentation;

(d) that arts departments typically double-marked extensively because of the subjective
element in the assessed work while science departments might use alternative approaches.
The intention was to establish a minimum requirement and to allow for appropriate
alternatives.  It had become clear in QAA preparations that not all departments had robust
systems in place;

(e) that the Code of Practice did not require blind double-marking and that external
examiners differed in their views on this.  It would be important not to demand blind
double-marking since this was not realistic when topics being assessed were ones with
only one specialist marker within a department.  In such a case a colleague could
moderate the consistency of the marking but could not comment on the details of the
material and had to be guided by the first marker.  This also pointed to the need to have
clear indications of the rationale for the mark reached by each marker;

(f) that it would be helpful for the guidelines to explain some of the thinking behind them, so
that the document would act as a statement of the University's principles of assessment;

(g) that provision should be made for postgraduates to be allowed exceptionally to mark
honours work and to be appointed members of the Board of Examiners;

(h) that in some science subjects postgraduates marked weekly problem sheets or lab reports.
It would not be feasible to double-mark all of these, but they could be marked to a strict
marking scheme and moderated;

(i) that Teaching Assistants were to be treated in the same way as other postgraduates;

(j) that provision should be made for external examiners to monitor the marking of Level 1
modules in respect of students taking these modules at Final Honours Level;
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(k) that moderation of Level 1 modules was important at the pass/fail boundary which
affected progression.  It was also necessary across the mark range as students were told
their precise marks and might use this information formatively, eg when choosing
modules for Level 2.  However the proposed level of sampling (10%) was too high;

(l) in respect of the recommendations on the Precepts:

(i) Precept 6: that TLC had discussed typical assessment per module and agreed that
this should be determined by the relationship between learning outcomes and
assessment (taking into account the allocation of SLAT hours) rather than by a
stated volume of assessment;

(ii) Precept 16: that Staff/Student Committees as well as Boards of Studies needed to
allow students to be involved in discussion of generic matters associated with
assessment;

(m) that it was envisaged implementing these recommendations from October 2001.

Agreed:  that Dr Harris, Dr Orford and Mrs Hone amend the document in the light of the
comments above for consideration at a future meeting of TLC.

(Action: BH, HH, KO)

9. TLC AWAY DAY

Received: copies of the handouts circulated by David Baume for the TLC Away Day held on 14
July 2000.

Document TLC/00/08 - filed with the Minutes

Reported:

(a) that at the end of the Away Day it was proposed that TLC should consider further how to
progress the establishment of descriptors for each level of study, and for each level of
award;

(b) that it was noted that such descriptors would need to be linked to assessment criteria;

(c) that it was also noted that third-class degrees would have to be defined as a positive
achievement;

(d) that TLC noted the importance of wide consultation in such a process so that the resulting
descriptors would command support and ownership as widely as possible.

See Minute 10 below which subsumed the issues in this item.

10. QAA QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK

Received:

(a) the draft of the QAA's Qualifications Framework;
Document TLC/00/09 - filed with the Minutes

(b) a response from the University to that draft following a meeting of Deans held in
September. Document TLC/00/10 - filed with the Minutes
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Reported:

(a) that there was universal hostility in the sector to some of the detail of the current
proposals;

(b) that the Framework,  if approved in its current form, would:

(i) make it difficult or impossible to retain a degree classification system which
allowed students to progress or graduate carrying fails;

(ii) make it impossible to run 'undergraduate masters' programmes in their current form
(eg MEng, MSci);

(iii) limit the extent to which a minor subject or one studied ab initio could be taken in
the final year of an undergraduate programme;

(iv) require each module to be located at a particular level of study;

(v) require the learning outcomes of each level of study and for each qualification to be
defined by level descriptors and qualification descriptors respectively.

Considered:

(a) whether TLC wished to establish a working group to consider the likely implications of
the Qualifications Framework for regulations at Durham at this stage, or to wait until the
final version of the Framework was approved;

(b) whether TLC wished to progress consideration of level descriptors and qualification
descriptors at university level in the light of the Qualifications Framework and of the
TLC Away Day (see Item 9 above) perhaps by establishing a working group.

Noted:

(a) that departments and validated partner institutions were already seeking guidance on level
descriptors;

(b) that some departments were delaying curriculum review until it was clear whether
modules could continue to be shared across levels;

(c) that accrediting professional bodies had expressed concern that students could obtain an
Honours degree despite failure in 40 credits which might equate to the dissertation.

Agreed:

(a) that it would not be helpful at this stage to consider the detailed implications of the
Qualifications Framework;

(b) that a working party be established to consider the issues which had already become
apparent in the light of the emphasis on learning outcomes and the requirements of
Programme Specifications, viz:

(i) the need for generic level descriptors;

(ii) modules shared across Levels (2/3 or 3/4);

(iii) resits at Final Honours level;
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(c) that the Working Group be chaired by Professor Bilsborough and consist of the Dean or
Deputy Dean from each faculty with the power to co-opt as necessary;

(d) that the Graduate School be invited to join the Working Group so that a consistent
approach could be taken to Bachelor and Masters level programmes;

(e) that the Working Group produce a paper for consultation.

11. USE OF TRANSCRIPT SYSTEM

Reported: that senior members of the '1994 Group' of universities had been considering the
implications of the use of a full transcript in place of honours degree classifications in the
future.

Received: a paper produced by colleagues at the University of Essex for discussion which
members of the '1994 Group' were invited to use within their own institutions.

Document TLC/00/11 - filed with the Minutes

Considered: any comments which TLC wished the Chairman to communicate at a future
meeting of the '1994 Group'.

Noted:

(a) general support for a detailed explanation of student achievement;

(b) that a move from classified degrees to transcripts should be part of a general move within
the sector (or a large part of it) to ensure that students, employers, Research Councils and
others understood that standards were not being eroded;

(c) that the Banner system already offered a transcript to students who requested it;

(d) that students might regret the loss of classified degrees which were attractive to more able
students and made relatively poor performance in particular modules less obvious;

(e) that a transcript system would remove the pressure experienced by Boards of Examiners
to push students over a classification borderline.

12. ANNUAL REVIEW PROCEDURE

Reported: that in the context of discussion of the QAA Code of Practice on Programme
Approval, Monitoring & Review TLC agreed that the annual review process be amended by the
provision of detailed guidelines to which the checklist would refer (Minute 128 of TLC 10 July
2000 refers).

Considered: a revised form with guidelines, prepared by the Senior Assistant Registrar.  (This
would include a template for performance indicators for each degree programme currently being
prepared by the Student Planning and Assessment section following discussion at TLC (18
January 2000, Minute 43 refers).)

Document TLC/00/12 - filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) that the current draft was an attempt to make the annual review more robust and to
provide departments with advice about the process;
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(b) that some elements of the proposed form covered practice which was compulsory while
other elements were good practice.  It would be helpful to distinguish between these and
to ask departments to explain why they were not complying with required practice;

(c) that the Performance Indicators template should be available for the next meeting of TLC;

(d) that TLC was generally positive about the proposed format.

Agreed:  that the form be amended in line with (b) above and circulated, when the Performance
Indicators template was available, to Faculty Planning Committees and TLCs for comment.

(Action: BH)

13. UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS - OCTOBER 2000 ENTRY

Received: a summary of the full-time and part-time undergraduate admissions for the October
2000 entry.  (Full-time figures as at 12 September 2000.)

Document TLC/00/13(a) &(b) - filed with the Minutes

14. APPEALS, CONCESSIONS ETC AT UDSC

Considered: a paper from the Academic Registrar proposing arrangements for handling appeals,
concessions etc for students at UDSC.

Document TLC/00/14 - filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) that it would be desirable to implement the new system as soon as possible to ensure
consistency of treatment for students in each faculty, although UDSC students had
already received information on the previous process;

(b) serious concern about the increased workload for Faculty Executive Secretaries
processing concessions and appeals.

Agreed:  that further consideration be undertaken with the Academic Registrar on the timing of
these changes and the process implemented as proposed when appropriate;

(Action: BH)

Recommended: that Senate be asked to approve a change to the preamble to Section VII of the
General Regulations to delete reference to the Provost or Vice-Provost undertaking the duties of
Dean or Deputy Dean in respect of appeals at UDSC.

Secretary's Note: the Academic Registrar confirmed that she hoped that the new process would
be introduced as soon as possible and that the Assistant Registrar at UDSC would inform all
UDSC students of the change of procedure.

15. SUBJECT REVIEW FACILITATOR

Considered: a draft protocol for the role of the Subject Review Facilitator in the new QAA
methodology.

Document TLC/00/15 - filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) that the document was helpful in clarifying the role of the Facilitator.  This was important
since it had become clear that individual members of QAA held widely divergent and
frequently unrealistic views of the role of the SRF in the post-2002 QAA process;
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(b) that there was support for this approach among colleagues in other universities and that a
common approach would have added force;

(c) that it might be helpful to inform the QAA of the protocol before the question of
negotiation with individual Review Chairs arose.

Agreed:  that the Senior Assistant Registrar discuss this approach with colleagues in  other
universities.

Recommended: that Senate endorse the principles of the proposed protocol subject to possible
amendment in the light of consultation with colleagues elsewhere in the sector.

(Action: BH)

16. FOUNDATION YEAR

Reported: that the Foundation Year programme at UDSC had in the past reported to the UDSC
TLC but now needed to be allocated to one of the Faculty TLCs.

Considered: a paper from the programme director, Jane Inman, with a covering note from the
Senior Assistant Registrar, proposing that the programme report to the Faculty of Science TLC.

Document TLC/00/16 - filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) that it was doubtful whether the Foundation Year had been approved as an entry route to
the Medicine programme.  This would be clarified by the Dean of the Faculty of Health,
Medicine and Environment;

(b) that the Science Faculty would not be required to take responsibility for admissions,
recruitment or student support and guidance, which would be managed by the Director of
the Foundation Year, but would handle concessions and appeals;

(c) concern at the additional workload within the Faculty Office.

Agreed:  that the proposals be supported subject to further discussion with the Academic
Registrar regarding the resourcing implications.

(Action: BH)

Secretary's Note: steps had been taken to reduce the workload of the Faculty Secretary within
available resources and the transfer of the Foundation Year was confirmed in discussion with
the Faculty Secretary, the Dean and the Academic Registrar

17. AMENDMENT TO GENERAL REGULATIONS

Considered: a proposal for an amendment to the general regulations from the Senior Assistant
Registrar, Kate Deeming, in the light of a student discipline case.

Document TLC/00/17 - filed with the Minutes

Recommended: that Senate approve the amendment as requested.

18. EXTERNAL COMMENTS ON NEW/CHANGED MODULES

Reported:

(a) that Professor Gower had suggested, in the context of the validation handbook, that it
might be useful to have guidelines for external examiners asked to comment on new
modules and significant changes to existing modules;
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(b) that such guidelines would be applicable to Durham programmes as well as to validated
programmes;

(c) that Professor Bilsborough suggested that such guidelines should not include a form.

Considered:  proposed guidelines for the Teaching and Learning Handbook.
Document TLC/00/18 - filed with the Minutes

Noted:  that the Teaching and Learning Handbook did not make it clear that external comment
was required on new or significantly changed modules, although this was current practice.

Agreed:

(a) that the guidelines be approved with the removal of the suggestion that the external
comment on progression to and from the module;

(b) that the Teaching and Learning Handbook be amended to clarify the policy.

(Action: BH)

19. EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES IN TEACHING AND LEARNING

Reported:

(a) that a draft statement on equal opportunities in teaching and learning, prepared by the
University's Equal Opportunities Committee, was considered by TLC in October 1998; it
was welcomed in principle and recommendations were made for minor amendments;

(b) that the issue was raised by the DSU Vice President (Academic and Welfare) at the Equal
Opportunities Committee in May 2000 but that it had not been referred back to the
Committee.

Received: a copy of the original draft including minor amendments made by TLC.
Document TLC/00/19 - filed with the Minutes

Considered: what action TLC wished to take to progress this, including;

(a) further revisions to the draft statement which might include reference to the role of the
colleges and to the widening participation scheme;

(b) consideration of issues arising from the QAA's Code of Practice on Students with
Disabilities;

(c) consideration of issues arising from the QAA's Code of Practice on Complaints and
Appeals;

(d) liaison with the Universities Equal Opportunities Committee and with the Committee for
Oversight of Student Support Services (with regard to disabled students);

(e) whether any reference should be made to the obligations as well as the rights of students
(eg to ensure that they did not infringe the equal opportunities of fellow students).
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Noted:

(a) that the document was a helpful starting-point but required strengthening;

(b) that Strategy Committee had been discussing an equal opportunities policy for the
University as a whole;

(c) some unease with the phrasing of the sentence: 'Academic standards are the major
criterion for admission';

(d) that DSU input would be particularly valuable.

Agreed:

(a) that comments and examples of good practice from DSU be passed to the Senior
Assistant Registrar;

(Action: RH)

(b) that COSSS be asked to comment on the section on disabilities;
(Action: BH)

(c) that the status of the discussions at Strategy Committee be checked with the Academic
Registrar;

(Action: BH)

(d) that Graduate School Committee be asked for comment;
(Action: BH)

(e) that when feedback had been obtained the matter be considered again.

20. CONCESSION REQUESTS

Considered: a request from the Dean of Science for guidance in respect of concessions for
students:

(a) seeking to transfer to Level 2 of another programme having passed Level 1 but failed
Level 2 in their original programme;

(b) seeking concessions for financial reasons (a case had already arisen involving a request to
withdraw and start the year of study again).

Document TLC/00/20 - filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) that concessions by definition could not be subject to a set of rules or precedents but were
judged on the merits of each individual case;

(b) that students seeking to change programme were negotiating offers from departments
which made it difficult for Deans to refuse concessions;

(c) that standards could be at risk if students who had failed at a particular level in one
subject sought to transfer to another subject and repeat the year.  Transfers back into
Level 1 could take a place from a prospective new entrant;

(d) that there could be strong arguments in favour of permitting such transfers in certain
circumstances.  However departments should not pre-empt the outcome of a concession
request in negotiating with students seeking transfer.  Departments should also ensure that
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students making such transfers were genuinely qualified for the programme to which they
hoped to transfer;

(e) that financial problems themselves could not be taken into account by the Board of
Examiners but they should be considered where they gave rise, directly or indirectly, to
medical evidence, eg of stress or anxiety.  Otherwise the situation could be dealt with by
concession if appropriate, as in the case referred to by the Dean.

Agreed:  that colleges and departments be reminded that students seeking to transfer to another
programme should not be made an offer until the outcome of a concession request was known,
and that the receiving department should obtain full information about the student's status and
qualifications before making any decisions.

(Action: BH)

21. WORKING GROUP ON EARLY/LATE REGISTRATION

Reported:

(a) that it had been envisaged that the Working Group on Early/Late Registration would
reconvene in the Michaelmas Term to progress the issues already identified in good time
to make changes for the Summer of 2001;

(b) that the issues raised by the group were to be carried forward in the first instance by the
Senate Working Group on the Structure of the Academic Year and that it had therefore
been decided that the Working Group on Early/Late Registration would not reconvene at
this stage.

22. SHORT COURSES

Received: a list of short courses returned to HESA for the academic year 1999-2000, as
requested by the TLC Strategy Group, 23 May 2000, Minute 5.

Document TLC/00/21 - filed with the Minutes

23. SPORTING CONCESSIONS 1999-2000

Received: a summary of sporting concessions requests for 1999-2000 from the Director of
Sport.

Document TLC/00/22 - filed with the Minutes

24. ITEMS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION

(a) Erasmus Exchange in Chemistry - report from the Dean of Colleges [Minute 34(d),
18.01.00];

(b) TLC to reconsider recommendation of Key Skills Working Group following a report
from Colleges Board on the view of the proposed role of college tutors in the
development of key skills [Minute 76(a), 21.03.00];

(c) Formative Feedback on Summative Work - further consideration following discussion at
Faculty TLC Sub-Committees Autumn 2000 [Minutes 90 & 106];

(d) Equal Opportunities in Teaching & Learning - Review further in the light of feedback
from DSU, COSSS and GSC [Minute 19, 10.10.00].
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25. DATES OF MEETINGS

Reported: the dates of further Teaching & Learning Committee Meetings:

14 November 2000, 2.15pm, Committee Room 1
12 January 2001, 2.15pm, Committee Room 1
15 February 2001, 9.15am, Committee Room 1
20 March 2001, 2.15pm, Council Room
1 May 2001, 9.15am, Committee Room 1
5 June 2001, 2.15pm, Council Room
2 July 2001, 10.00am, Cttee Room 1


